NEW Look JMS welcomed at
W6
The W6 Show at the
NEC, Birmingham saw
the launch of JMSScreens and proved a
great success for
Joinerysoft with over
200 demos taking
place over the four
day show. Joiners
were quick to
welcome the new
look Joinery Software
and took advantage of
show promotions to
purchase the software
on the stand.
Feedback from
existing customers
was also good,
pleased with the
technical support and
new features being
added to an already
good product.
Developers within
Joinerysoft have been
hard at work over the
last few months,
putting a new vision
into reality. Design

improvements to JMS
further improve the

need computer
knowledge to use it,

been included
ensuring that

joinery software
providing additional
features as well as
enhancing how easy it
is to use. You don’t

merely joinery
knowledge. Design
improvements
recommended by
customers have also

customers get exactly
what they want.
The new look JMS
now includes:
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Customer
Database, with job
tracking.
Duplicating customer
details is now a thing
of the past. Estimates,
quotes and jobs are
stored in directories
for each customer,
allowing you to
quickly and easily pull
up past estimates or
jobs and also add new
ones for existing
customers.
Quick Menus.
Requested by
customers, we’ve
listened to your
feedback. Changes
for bespoke joinery
have been refined to
make our software
even more user
friendly and easy to
use. Front end
clicking on house
styles within the
customer database
allows bespoke
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W6
changes to be
selected easily.
Additional
features. Front end
clicking on item
diagrams allows
bespoke changes
instantly. For
example, want to
change the transom?
Double click on the
transom and relevant
options appear
instantly. Point and
Click and the changes
are done!
Screens. All template
driven to make it
easier, double clicking,
makes it easier still!
Any door or window
can be added by
pointing and clicking.
Complete control of
items is retained with
a powerful internal
database, facilitating
detailed bespoke
changes. Easy to use
choices gain access to

the powerful database
simply by pointing and
clicking on items. For
example, need to align
transoms or glazing
bars in door and
winglights? Simply
point and click to
highlight bars to be
aligned. Right click
and point to menu
option ‘align’. It
couldn’t be simpler.
Dave Turner,
Development
Director, stresses that
the Joinerysoft
Development Team
have been working
hard on these
changes. “The ease of
use of JMS and the
exciting introduction
of the customer
database, is in reality
the tip of the iceberg.
Work underneath the
simplistic front end
diagrams has been

extensive, however
the results are
spectacular and from
feedback we’ve
received all ready,
worth the time
investment.”
“Customers have
been requesting these
changes to further
improve JMS. The
feedback we get from
customers is – We
love it. Our
philosophy to
constantly listen to
customers and
welcome feedback,
means that our
software is second to
none at providing
what joiners need for
bespoke joinery. The
beauty of our
responsive approach
also means that it can
only get better and
better!” says, Alan

Turner from
Joinerysoft.
Mick Fitzgerald of
K.F.A. Sound opted
for the trial version of
JMS three months
ago. He was so
impressed with the
new look JMS,
demonstrated at W6
that he immediately at
the stand agreed to
purchase the full
system including
Screens. Mick
comments, “The new
enhanced JMS is even
easier to use, with
additional features
adding benefit to my
business. I will
definitely be
purchasing the
complete system.”
enquiries@joinerysoft
.com
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